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TrueCommerce
EDI Sales
Integration
for Microsoft
Dynamics NAV
A Microsoft Certified, embedded NAV integration
delivered as a managed service for optimal efficiency,
improved productivity and faster time to value

BENEFITS
hhEmbedded NAV user
experience puts EDI processing
in the hands of business users,
reducing the impact on IT and
EDI specialists
hhEliminate manual entry errors
by fully automating the
exchange of EDI documents
hhOptimize and streamline
operations by deploying
manage-by-exception
strategies
hhMore than 10,000 companies
improve business productivity
daily with the TrueCommerce
Trading Network
hhNo annual contracts, no
maintenance fees and no
extra charge for support
incidents or changes to
trading partner maps

Eliminate manual tasks and accelerate the order-to-cash cycle while gaining
seamless EDI connectivity to key trading partners with this Microsoft Certified,
single-vendor solution.
TrueCommerce EDI for Microsoft Dynamics NAV combines an embedded EDI module
built exclusively for NAV with seamless, web-based connectivity to the fast-growing
TrueCommerce Trading Network. Delivered as a managed service, TrueCommerce EDI
for Dynamics NAV lets you comply with any trading partners’ EDI requirements, and
offers limitless expansion of your network over one robust and affordable connection.
This seamless integration supports automated customer workflows including inbound
sales orders, outbound sales invoices and outbound sales order acknowledgements,
as well as advance ship notices (ASNs)—eliminating manual tasks while delivering full
visibility of transactions throughout their lifecycle. Additionally, you can automate your
warehouse communications including warehouse shipping orders and advices to help
streamline your order fulfillment process.
TrueCommerce manages your setup, trading partner mappings, NAV integration and
trading partner connectivity. The solution validates each EDI transaction using NAV’s
business logic, and notifies you of discrepancies with unit pricing, duplicate purchase
order numbers and more. These built-in safeguards help eliminate chargebacks and
optimize turnaround time on orders by ensuring that all EDI documents are complete
and accurate.
With its embedded architecture, TrueCommerce EDI for NAV also offers the flexibility
to accommodate customizations and changes to your NAV environment, so that no
recoding is required to implement our solution. Support for NAV 2009 and newer
ensures upgrade flexibility, while support for multiple EDI standards as well as XML
lets you meet diverse partner demands. Scalable multi-company and multi-user
access support enterprise EDI requirements.
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KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Comprehensive support for EDI
documents
hhInbound sales orders, outbound
sales invoices, outbound order
acknowledgements and outbound
ASNs move seamlessly between the
embedded EDI module and NAV.
hhInvoice integration includes support
for credits and debits, along with the
ability to quickly re-process invoices.
hhOrder acknowledgement integration
supports header level order
acknowledgements, and can
determine reporting backorder
status based on inventory
availability.
hhASN integration supports no pack,
pick and pack (package/carton),
standard (package/carton), pick and
pack pallet (tare/pallet), standard
pallet (tare/pallet) and item
contents; and automatically creates
GS1/SSCC container numbers.
hhASN shipment automation
capabilities let you auto-pack by
pure carton or mixed carton, along
with the ability to auto-pack multiple
ASNs.

hhThe embedded TrueCommerce
EDI module extends NAV rather
than modifying it, helping to
ensure predictable upgrades
and compatibility with other NAV
modules.
hhTrueCommerce EDI stores
turnaround data within its NAV
integration tables to help eliminate
the need to add custom fields to core
NAV tables.
hhCustomers can leverage the NAV job
scheduler to assist in automating EDI
workflows.
Warehouse Integration Automates
Your Communications with 3PL
Providers
hhIntegrates outbound warehouse
shipping orders (940), which can be
processed automatically from a sales
order in Dynamics NAV.

hhIntegrated inbound warehouse
shipping advices (945) automatically
create a ship notice in Dynamics
NAV, which includes the package
and pallet details as well as UCC-128
label details for faster, more accurate
order fulfillment. This added layer,
not native to Dynamics NAV, allows
for the automated flow of all shipping
information from the 3PL to the
customer.
hhConfiguration controls allow the user
to set preferences for automated
processing. Quantity shortage
options allow users to define how
shortages will be handled, such
as when to backorder or cancel.
An option to automatically create
an invoice based on the incoming
945 allows the user to streamline
processes.

hhCreate logic, leveraging native
Dynamics NAV functionality to
help track any order fulfillment
challenges referenced from the
warehouse shipping advice
(i.e., back-orders).

Leverage your NAV business logic for
a seamless order-to-cash process
hhTrueCommerce EDI validates EDI
documents (e.g., price validation and
other order process controls) using
NAV’s business logic, so no EDIspecific customizations are required
when NAV is extended.

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce revolutionizes trading
partner connectivity, visibility, and
collaboration by linking suppliers,
retail hubs and end consumers in
one global commerce network. From
the factory to the warehouse, from
distributor to retail storefront, achieve
new levels of business connectivity
and performance with the world’s
most complete commerce network.
Connect. Integrate. Accelerate.

THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce solutions or how we can
deliver proven results to your organization, please contact us to learn more.

Call us today at 888.430.4489
www.truecommerce.com
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